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Abstract. In this work, we aim to simulate the effect of local particles concentration on the macroscopic flow in an 

industrial part. We present a migration prediction method for highly loaded fluids with large spherical particles. 

Migration computation is coupled with Navier-Stokes resolution, by adding a local viscous term and a frame invariant 

extra-stress term. The implementation in the Rem3D® simulation software enables us to realize several validations, 

from simple analytical case to more complex and three dimensional industrial cases. 

1 Introduction  

The aim of this work is to simulate filling of large 

cavities with a complex fluid loaded with large spherical 

particles with finite elements. As the fluid flows into the 

domain, a macroscopic migration effect occurs. This 

leads to an heterogeneous charges distribution affecting 
final part properties. Moreover, particles have an 

important effect on flow that must be described in order 

to predict a realistic filling. 

In this work, we propose a macroscopic model based 

on a local concentration field. This concentration is 

predicted by resolving a migration equation. The effect of 

migration field is then introduced into the Navier-Stokes 

equation in order to get the full coupling between 

migration and flow. 

Resolution of constitutive equations coupled with 

advanced numerical tools as automatic anisotropic and 
adaptive (AAA) meshing ables us to simulate complex 

physical phenomena that occur into large 3D cavities. 

2 Migration equation  

First step is to solve concentration evolution   into the 

domain. We use the so called “suspension balance 

model” [1,2], based on a stress    due to suspensions 

modelling: 
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Where   is the local fluid velocity,   is the particle 

flux,   is the particle diameter,   is the suspending liquid 

viscosity,       is an empirical damping function 

depending on  . 

The particle stress    is divided into two terms: 
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where       and       are the normal and relative stress 

depending on  ,  ̇ is the generalized shear-rate,   is the 

deformation rate tensor. 

Second term in the migration equation is computed 
explicitly from fields computed in the latest increment. 

We use the stabilized convection resolution presented in 

[3]. 

3 Rheological coupling  

In order to take into account effect of particles migration 

on the flow, the particles stress must be introduced into 

the Navier-Stokes equations: 
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   is decomposed into his two main terms to get the new 

formulation: 
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The relative term is resolved implicitly by adding the 

relative viscosity to the fluid viscosity. The normal term 

is computed explicitly from results at the latest 

increment. 

A stabilized model [3] is used to resolve the Navier 

Stokes equations. 

4 Advanced numerical tools 

Migration equation and Navier Stokes coupling have 

been introduced into the 3D simulation software 
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Rem3D®. A level-set [4] method has been introduced into 

Rem3D® to get a sharp description of interfaces in the 

domain. Automatic anisotropic and adaptive (AAA) 

meshing [5,6] ables to get a very high precision with a 

limited computation time. These numerical tools help 

Rem3D® to describe 3D complex flows inside industrial 

geometries, as shown in figure 1. 

 Figure 1. Fluid-buckling inside a cavity. Mesh and interface. 

5 Industrial application 

In this application, described figure 2, we consider a 

domain made of two cylindrical tanks communicating by 

a pipe. The top tank is initially partially filled with a 
loaded fluid, the fluid is then pushed by a punch into the 

bottom cavity. 

 

Figure 2. Industrial case study. 

The fluid is initially loaded with 30% of particles. 

Figure 3 shows the evolution of migration and interface 

at different steps of the simulation. We can observe an 

enrichment of the fluid close to the pipe as well as inside 

the pipe during the whole simulation. Finally the charge 
distribution inside the bottom cavity is very 

heterogeneous at the end of the process. This is due to 

two phenomena: the first is the migration inside the pipe 

creating small range variations (pipe diameter 

dimension), the second is within the range of tanks size 

and is due to the fluid spreading inside the bottom tank. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Industrial case migration and interface evolutions. 

 

5 Conclusion 

In this work, we have presented a migration prediction 

model and its coupling with the flow equations. These 

equations have been implemented into the 3D simulation 
software Rem3D® containing advanced numerial methods 

as level-set and AAA meshing. Finally, we presented an 

industrial application with complex 3D flow highlighting 

several levels of migration.  
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